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Abstract

The input to state stability (ISS) paradigm provides a way to formulate questions of stability with respect to disturbances, as well as to conceptually unify detectability, input/output stability, minimum-phase behavior, and other systems properties. This series of talks will discuss the main theoretical results concerning ISS and related notions. The proofs of some of the results will be sketched, showing in particular connections to relaxation problems for differential inclusions, converse Lyapunov theorems, and nonsmooth analysis.

The main focus is the “input to state stability” way of thinking about nonlinear stability questions. Consider the general “port” picture
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where \( v \) and \( w \) are external signals, \( x \) the internal state. We study conditional (asymptotic) stability of \( v, w \). There are two desirable, and complementary, features of stability:

- **asymptotic:** “\( v \) small implies \( w \) small” — where “small” may be interpreted as “\( \rightarrow 0 \) when \( t \rightarrow +\infty \)”, “bounded”, or via an \( \varepsilon - \delta \) definition; and
- **transient:** “overshoot depends on initial state” — with fading effect of \( x(0) \).

ISS-type definitions capture these two aspects. The “magnitude” of a signal might be e.g.: the norm: \( |w(t)| \), an error: \( |w(t) - w_{\text{desired}}(t)| \), or the distance to a set \( \mathcal{A} \): \( |w(t)|_{\mathcal{A}} = \text{dist}(w(t), \mathcal{A}) \) (for instance, if \( \mathcal{A} \) is a periodic orbit, one is asking that \( \mathcal{A} \) be a limit cycle), but in this presentation, we restrict ourselves to norms. (The literature usually deals with more general cases. For instance, results on internal stability are often given for \( |w(t)|_{\mathcal{A}} \). This generality allows considering issues such as full-state observer design, in which the relevant concepts concern stability with respect to the “diagonal” set \( \mathcal{A} = \{(x, x)\} \) where the states of the plant and observer coincide.) Specifically, let us consider i/o systems

\[ u(\cdot) \rightarrow \overbrace{x(\cdot)} \rightarrow y(\cdot) \]

and various choices of \( v \) and \( w \). Roughly, input to state stability arises if \( v = u \) and \( w = x \), detectability (input and output to state stability) if \( v = (u, y) \) and \( w = x \), input to output stability when \( v = u \) and \( w = y \), and output to input stability (“minimum-phase system”) when \( v = y \) and \( w = u \).

The main results to be discussed include characterizations of these properties in terms of dissipation (i.e., Lyapunov-like) inequalities, and superposition theorems (asymptotic characterizations), as well as making making systems to be ISS under appropriate feedback laws. The main focus will be on theoretical results, but some applications will be briefly discussed as well. Many open problems will be posed.
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